THE    POST
The first three or four foxes are easily bartered. There are the
things the Eskimo cannot do without— coal-oil, tea, tobacco,
rice, flour. But by the time they have reached the fifth fox, the
Eskimo is lost. Not for want of rehearsal, Heaven knows. He
and his wife have talked over this trading twenty times in their
igloo, have exhausted every inch of every fox; but he cannot
remember. He has forgotten, and you feel the void in his mind.
Fortunately, his wife is there, the toes of her boots at his heels,
murmuring to him and nudging him. Awkward and undecided,
he turns towards her, and she, her eyes shrewd and provocative
in a face framed by the furry wolf-skin hood, prompts him.
'Calico!5 she says. £A cooking potP Her eyes gleam as only
the eyes of primitive women can gleam.
Ah, yes, he had forgotten. The pot. Two plates. A mug for
the child. Three packages of needles. How could he have for-
gotten! And with this, ideas come to him. This! And this!
And that!9 He points everywhere at once, fearful lest these new
ideas suddenly escape him.
In the end he has gone too far, and when he leaves the Store,
dragging behind him a wooden box filled with treasures, he
senses vaguely that many of these shining objects are of no use
to him. Oftener, however, it is simply that he no longer wants
those things which, a moment ago, he was unable to resist.
And then a second stage of trading begins— that between the
natives themselves. And since in their eyes nothing possesses
intrinsic value, but the value of an object is great or small
accordingly as they desire or disdain it, a handsome dog-collar
may be swapped for a clay pipe, or a half-sack of flour for a red
pencil. A needle thus becomes worth a whole fox, a worn strip
of leather has the value of a lamp. And what is most curious is
that no Eskimo will ever say to you that he has been had in a
trade. It is not that his vanity forbids such a confession, but that
this can never occur to him. He wanted what he got in the
trade; soon after, perhaps, he ceased to want it; but between the
two his primitive intellect will not allow him to establish any
relationship. Nor is this phenomenon peculiar to Eskimos. In
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